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Software Project Management
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Note : i) Attempt any five questions.

ii) All questions carry equal marks.

1. a) What is software project Management? Which factor is decided the success of project explain
each factor?

b) Identify the data that you would collect to ensure that during execution of project things are
going according to plan.

2. a) Mention the characteristics of software projects. What are the different stages in classic project
life cycle?

b) Give an outline of step wise planning activities for a project with neat diagram with suitable
example.

3. a) Difference between strategic assessment and technical assessment, also explain How to
calculate the net present value for a software project.

b) What is risk management? How the risks are evaluated in software projects?

4. a) Discuss the network model represented by the CPM network, also explain with an example
how critical path can be identified in precedence networks.

b) What is project schedule? Explain the stages of project schedules.

5. a) What are different ways of collecting data? Also explain techniques used in visualizing progress.

b) Explain methods for assigning earned value in earned value analysis with suitable example.

6. a) Explain in detail about creating the framework for monitoring and control.

b) List the factors that are involved in making a team. Explain the characteristics.

7. a) Explain the methods to increase staff motivation.

b) Explain how new staff can be selected and inducted into a project.

8. a) Explain how project can be evaluated against strategic, technical and economic criteria.

b) What is modern project profile how it is different from traditional project profiles explain
with suitable example?
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